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Abstract The ability to locate, select and interact with ob-
jects is fundamental to most Virtual Reality (VR) applica-
tions. Recently, it was demonstrated that the virtual hand
metaphor, a technique commonly used for these tasks, can
also be employed to control the virtual camera, resulting in
improved performance and user evaluation in visual search
tasks.

In this work, we further investigate the effects of hand-
assisted viewing on user behavior in immersive virtual en-
vironments. We demonstrate that hand-assisted camera con-
trol significantly changes the way how people operate their
virtual hands, on motor, cognitive, and behavioral levels.

Keywords View sliding · Non-isomorphic camera control ·
User study · VR · Learning patterns · Variance in learning
curves

1 Introduction

In immersive VR systems, a direct capture of user’s hands
with motion tracking equipment is the most common tech-
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nique for controlling the virtual hand in VR; the same is true
for the virtual camera [4]. In conventional VR implementa-
tions, the hands and eyes are assumed to act independently.

A view-sliding technique, introduced by Sherstyuk, Vin-
cent and Jay [22], binds these two input streams together,
providing dynamic, task-oriented camera controls. The
view-sliding mechanism proactively modifies the location
of the user viewport on the image plane, shifting it towards
the current position of the virtual hand. As a result, the hand
remains inside the viewable area during active use, even
for display devices with a narrow field of view. This cre-
ates an illusion that the display device, for example, a head-
mounted display (HMD), has a larger field of view than it
has in reality. The new technique received positive user eval-
uations in experimental studies. There were indications that
users actually perceived a wider field of view, induced by
view sliding. Also, it has been shown that view sliding al-
lows users to achieve better scores in operating their virtual
hands, using a task-dependent performance metric.

In this work, we continue to explore the effects of the
view-sliding technique on user performance in VR. We in-
troduce several metrics related to the virtual hand metaphor,
in order to evaluate user performance on a motor and cog-
nitive levels. We present experimental evidence that there
exists a correlation between the use of the new technique
and the shape and even the direction of the learning curve
for tasks that involve active use of virtual hand.

In the first sections, we present the essential material on
the view-sliding technique, including motivation, literature
review of the related work and the technical implementation,
from [22]. The new method of analysis of the experimental
data, new evaluation metrics and the results of the analy-
sis are presented in Sects. 7–8. This material constitutes our
main contribution to the subject.
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2 Motivation: need for a wider view

The utility of the virtual hand often depends on the user’s
ability to see it. Ensuring this is not an easy task in immer-
sive systems which employ HMDs with limited field of view
(FOV), typically ranging from 40 to 60 degrees diagonally.
By contrast, the width of human field of view, for each eye,
extends approximately 150◦ horizontally (60◦ overlapping,
90◦ to side) and 135◦ vertically (60◦ up, 75◦ down).

Figure 1 demonstrates how severe the limitations im-
posed by a narrow FOV on the use of virtual hands can be.
The two users hold their hands at the borders of the visible
frame, showing the working volume where they can manipu-
late their hands without losing sight of them. For curiosity’s
sake, the readers are welcome to try this simple test with
their own hands, and then compare their poses against the
photographs in Fig. 1. The results will be nothing less of
surprising.

2.1 The problem: where are my hands?

Direct observations in previous experimental studies [21,
22, 24] suggest that most people feel uncomfortable when
they lose sight of their hands in VR. After seeing over a hun-
dred people in various VR settings, we assert that most users
make a conscious effort to coordinate head and hand move-
ments to ensure that their hands remain in view. As a result,
they significantly restrict their hand movements by keeping
them inside the narrow viewing zone. When reaching for
objects located on far left or far right, users tend to rotate
the whole body, which looks very unnatural. When reaching
down, they often tilt the head forward in a very inconvenient
manner, as shown in Fig. 1, bottom right.

In a survey conducted by Boger [2], it is reported that
the commonplace horizontal field of view (50◦ or lower)
and the commonplace vertical field of view (30◦ or lower)
are considered “good enough” by fewer than 10% of sur-
veyed population. For a 4:3 aspect ratio display configura-

Fig. 1 VR users demonstrate
areas of hand visibility for a 40◦
HMD: horizontal (top) and
vertical (bottom). Both hands
and head are tracked in 6
degrees-of-freedom. In order to
see their hands, users sometimes
have to assume very
uncomfortable poses (bottom
right)
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tion, these values correspond to diagonal FOV of approxi-
mately 60 and 50 degrees, typical for many commercially
available HMDs [6]. It has also been shown that, in the gen-
eral case, restricted vision inevitably limits users’ ability to
interact with the environment [17]. This brings up the ques-
tion: How can one expand the hardware-limited field of view
in immersive VR applications? In our specific case: How can
we ensure that the virtual hand does not leave the viewing
area of the HMD?

2.2 Hardware solution: a better HMD

One obvious way to extend the workspace for hand ma-
nipulation in VR is to use an HMD with a wider field of
view. In recent years, the advances in microdisplay tech-
nologies spawned a number of models with panoramic
or nearly-panoramic viewing fields: 150◦ Wide5 HMD by
Fakespace Labs [3], a piSight HMD series with 82◦ to
180◦ FOV by Sensics Inc. Completely new display ar-
chitectures were introduced, such as hyperbolic mirror by
Kiyokawa [11]. Overall, after being nearly extinct in the last
decade, panoramic HMDs are going through a renaissance
phase.

However, upgrading to a panoramic HMD may not al-
ways be practical. A major reason is the cost. All the models
mentioned above start at prices far above $ 25 K, and some
go over into six figures. A second reason is the increased
mass. As of writing, all consumer-level panoramic HMDs
weigh approximately 1 kg or more. This may not be a prob-
lem in applications where users mostly observe the scene,
but if active body movements are expected from the users,
the inertia of the HMD may become noticeable and degrade
the performance. Thus, at present, upgrading to a panoramic
HMD may not always be a practical or cost-effective solu-
tion.

2.3 Software solution: a better interface

We applied a software solution to the problem of limited
visibility of the virtual hand, by improving the control–
response loop between the user’s head motions and the
virtual camera parameters. Instead of a direct transfer of
user’s head rotation to the virtual camera, we employ a non-
isomorphic mapping, which also accounts for the position
of user’s hand. First, we briefly describe the previous work
in that field.

3 Previous work on nonlinear camera control

Several researchers have explored non-isomorphic map-
pings between the orientation of the user’s head and/or body

and the virtual camera. The basic method used for this pur-
pose is an amplified transfer function from the user’s rota-
tional head motion to the virtual camera orientation. The
core idea behind this technique is to minimize user efforts
in rotating the virtual camera, by setting its angular ve-
locity to be larger than that of the user’s actual head mo-
tion. Poupyrev, Weghorst and Fels [19] presented a complete
framework for processing non-isomorphic rotation map-
ping, with a detailed analysis of its possible implementa-
tions for general 3D UI purposes, including camera controls.
Hinckley et al. [13] compared usability of various input de-
vices in orientation-matching tasks.

LaViola et al. [14] investigated how modified camera ro-
tation may be used in CAVE systems. Their goal was to turn
a three wall CAVE with 270◦ horizontal field of view into a
completely closed environment with 360◦ viewing. Several
mapping schemes were tried and compared, such as direct
scaling of head rotation, head and torso rotation, and more
elaborate approaches. In a more recent study, LaViola and
Katzourin showed that non-isomorphic rotation improved
user performance by 15% in surround-screen virtual envi-
ronments [16]. In the follow-up experimental study, LaVi-
ola et al. [15] explored how viewing conditions and display
technology affect the user performance in rotating tasks.

For HMD-based systems, encouraging results were re-
ported by Jaekl et al. [8] who investigated the human tol-
erance to errors between head motions and the visual dis-
play. Their findings show that changes in the orientation
of head rotation did not influence the user’s performance.
Also, there was no apparent effect of the direction of grav-
ity either [9]. The authors reported that given the choice
of adjusting the HMD rotation response manually, partici-
pants tended to amplify the rotation, as it felt “more natural.”
These findings were supported by experimental studies by
Jay and Hubbold [10] who developed an immersive environ-
ment with amplified head rotation and compared user per-
formance with and without amplification. Amplifying head
movements led to a 21% improvement in a visual search
task. This condition was also preferred by participants, who
believed it to be the control condition. Dislike was expressed
for the real control condition without amplification, where
movements felt “slowed down.”

The results described above suggest that amplifying user
head rotation is a promising technique for controlling cam-
eras in VR environments with limited display capabilities.
This technique appeared effective for certain types of tasks
and environments, such as visual search in scenes where in-
teraction with objects is limited. However, for other types of
tasks and conditions, a rotation-based approach to camera
controls may lead to problems.

Firstly, mappings that involve head-only rotation have
limited use in systems where users are required to operate
their hands. The location of the virtual hands also needs
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adjustment, otherwise users will not be able to see them.
For one-dimensional rotations, e.g. about the vertical Y-
axis only, the hands and head rotation may be amplified by
the same mapping scheme as discussed by Jay and Hub-
bold [10]. However, in a general case of arbitrary 3D rota-
tions, the hands cannot be adjusted in the same way simply
because they rotate and move independently from the head.

Secondly, as discussed by Poupyrev et al. [19], amplify-
ing an arbitrary rotation in 3D does not satisfy two impor-
tant requirements, called the directional and nulling com-
pliances. The directional compliance demands that the am-
plified rotation happens around the same axis as the source
rotation. The nulling compliance means that returning the
head into the initial position must also cancel the am-
plified response. Non-conformance to these requirements
severely violates generally accepted recommendations for
user-interface design, discussed by Britton, Lipscomb and
Pique [5]. As of this writing, there are no published solu-
tions describing how to circumvent this fundamental prop-
erty of 3D rotation, in the context of building usable camera
controls for immersive VR applications.

4 Sliding viewport

We proposed to improve the usability of existing HMD-
based VR systems and increase the perceived size of the
field of view, by dynamically shifting all four corners of the
viewport in the camera space. The amount and the direction
of the shift are derived from the position of the virtual hand,
moving freely in the environment.

We base our approach on the fact that the human eye is a
highly sensitive perception device, with its movements be-
ing proactive, anticipating actions [12]. Studies show that
the eyes are generally positioned at only task-relevant ob-
jects, such as the virtual hand, hand-held tools and locations
of tool applications (see, for example, Biguer, Jeannerod
and Prablanc [1] and Rosenbaum [20]). Thus, our goal is to
ensure that the moving virtual hand remains in continuous
view.

4.1 The algorithm implementation

The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. The virtual hand, ini-
tially located in the north-east corner of the viewport (drawn
as a solid), is moving away from the viewable area (drawn
as a contour). The hand’s new location (x, y), projected onto
the image plane, resides inside two slabs, [Xstart,Xstop] and
[Ystart, Ystop]. Normalized values of x and y determine the
amounts of horizontal and vertical view shifts, calculated by
a mapping function W(x,y). In a new shifted view, the hand
becomes visible again (Fig. 2, right). Figuratively speaking,
the viewport slides on a (x, y) plane within the fixed box of
maximal values Xstop and Ystop.

The view sliding is performed at the frequency of the
graphics loop, computing horizontal and vertical view dis-
placements �X and �Y as described below. For clarity, we
show solutions only for the first quadrant of the screen space,
where all angles are positive.

X = X0 + �X(p),

Y = Y0 + �Y(p),

�X(p) = k Wh(ah),

�Y(p) = k Wv(av),

(1)

X0, Y0 initial location of the upper right
corner of the viewport;

X,Y new shifted values;
p = (x, y, z) hand position in camera space;

ax = arctan(x/z) the hand’s azimuthal angle;
ay = arctan(y/z) the hand’s elevation angle;

Hstart,Hstop horizontal hand tracking range
(e.g., 17◦/50◦);

Vstart,Vstop vertical hand tracking range
(e.g., 12◦/40◦);

k a multiplier, useful range 1.5–1.7.

The k-factor explicitly controls the sliding speed. The range
of useful values was obtained experimentally during system
development. In the user study, described in Sect. 5, we set

Fig. 2 The sliding viewport
algorithm computes new
positions of the viewport, based
upon the current position of the
hand in camera space. As a
result, the view slides towards
the hand, ensuring its
continuous visibility
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k = 1.5 for all participants. In more elaborate settings, this
parameter can be adjusted for each user individually, during
system calibration.

A windowed W-shaped quartic (1 − a2)2 was used as a
mapping function. The shape of this curve, which is basi-
cally a smooth step-function, ensures smooth viewport ad-
justment over distance, as it has zero derivatives at 0 and 1
locations. For horizontal mapping, we have

Wh(s) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0, ax < Hstart;
(1 − s2)2, Hstart ≤ ax ≤ Hstop;

1, ax > Hstop.

(2)

The argument s for horizontal mapping function is com-
puted as the normalized horizontal hand’s positions between
the start and end values:

s = (ax − Hstart)/(Hstop − Hstart). (3)

Note that the actual FOV of the display device (i.e., the
HMD) does not change its horizontal nor vertical sizes dur-
ing the process. We only help users to peek “outside the
frame” of the HMD by temporarily shifting that frame in the
right direction at the right time. It is also important to note
that the viewport sliding is performed in addition to con-
ventional view controls due to head tracking. Our technique
complements, rather than replaces, the normal tracking of
the user’s head.

4.2 View locking rules

The viewport sliding mechanism does not need to be en-
gaged permanently. Instead, it should be turned on and off
in real time, as the application needs dictate. These needs
are specific for each application and each context. However,
certain situations are fairly common. For example, when the
user is simply observing the scene, without active interac-
tion, the viewport shifting should be switched off. The VR
system can make a good guess that the user is in a “sight-
seeing” mode if his or her hands are staying out of view
for a long time and are hanging down at full arm’s length.
When the user is actively interacting with the environment,
the virtual hands usually remain in view for a relatively long
time (a few seconds), which can be used as a signal to acti-
vate the viewport sliding mechanism, or “lock” the view on
the hand. In a similar fashion, the four-wheel drive in many
vehicles is engaged only when needed in real time, without
direct intervention from the driver.

After experimenting with different heuristics for view-
port locking, the following rules yielded useful results, with
a good balance of effectiveness (the “just-in-time” feature)
and unobtrusiveness.

• View lock is engaged when the hand stays within the area
where |x| ≤ Xstart and |y| ≤ Ystart longer than 2 seconds
(“locking zone” in Fig. 2, left, shaded in light-gray).

• Lock is engaged when a hand-held tool is being used.
• Lock is broken when the hand stays outside of adjustment

zone (|x| ≥ Xstop and |y| ≥ Ystop) longer than 1 second.
• Lock is broken when the user works with UI elements that

have been prearranged to fit the view, such as 2D menus
operated by pointing or touching.

• Lock can only be applied to the dominant hand; this sim-
ple rule prevents multiple conflicts when both hands may
start competing for the direction of the shift, for example
by moving out of view in the opposite directions.

These rules are applied in each cycle of the simulation
loop. At first, the lock is set to false and, while it remains
false, all lock-enabling rules are executed. If, at some stage,
the lock is enabled, all lock-breaking rules are checked. If
the lock survives all the tests, the view adjusting values are
calculated and applied, using (1), (2) and (3).

During preliminary experiments with the system, we
tested other conditions for engaging and disengaging the
view lock. Specifically, we tried using speed-based rules.
For example, the view was allowed to be locked only if
the user hand’s speed did not exceed a certain limit at this
moment. We rejected this rule because it seemed unlikely
to find “good” values for such speed limit that would feel
natural to all users. On the contrary, rules solely based on
position and visibility of the virtual hand are more general,
easier to understand and less susceptible to variations in user
temperament and hand-manners.

4.3 Summary of the viewport sliding algorithm

The main difference between our approach and the previous
work is that we use a 2D solution for an intrinsically 2D
problem (narrow horizontal and vertical values of FOV on
the image plane), while other researchers explored 3D al-
gorithms for the same problem. By switching from the 3D
scene-graph space to a 2D screen space, we gain the follow-
ing advantages:

• Compatibility with other techniques.
The view-sliding technique will work in the presence of
other 3D UI enhancing algorithms, such as Go-Go arm
stretching [18], because view sliding does not alter the
content of the scene-graph: coordinates, transformation
matrices, etc.

• Hand–eye coordination.
This problem was reported by Jay and Hubbold [10] and
is naturally addressed by the design of the view-sliding
mechanism, based on the location of the virtual hand.

• Nulling and directional compliances.
Substituting translations in 2D for rotations in 3D pre-
serves both compliances in the system responses, which
makes this approach attractive for 3D UI design.
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• Convenient parameter space.
Using the starting and ending values of horizontal and
vertical angles H and V provides a convenient way of
specifying the extents of the hand-tracking zones. These
angles are usually listed in the reference charts for most
HMD models. Also, this parameter space closely matches
the conventional description of the human visual field.
Thus, the view sliding can easily accommodate the asym-
metric nature of human vision, by setting H and V values
separately for each viewing quadrant.

5 Experimental study

The viewport sliding technique was tested in pilot trials il-
lustrated in Fig. 3 and appeared very promising. To check
whether it will work in real applications, we conducted an
experimental study using our VR medical simulator.

The experiments were organized as a between-subjects
study: half of the group had the view-sliding mechanism
enabled, while the rest used traditional tracking-only view
controls. The goal of the experiments was to collect and
compare objective and subjective evidence on how the view-
sliding technique affected participants’ performance in op-
erating their virtual hands.

5.1 The participants

A total of 28 volunteers participated in the study, re-
cruited among medical students and staff members. Most
participants were in their twenties, all had normal or

corrected-to-normal vision, and none had previous ex-
periences with VR. All participants successfully com-
pleted the exercise, with the exception of one person, who
complained about feeling claustrophobic early in the ses-
sion.

5.2 The mission

The user mission was based upon scenarios developed for
teaching mass casualty triage in immersive VR by Vincent
et al. [24]. Each participant was asked to perform a medical
examination of 10 life-size virtual patients, one patient at a
time. The whole exercise lasted between 10 and 15 minutes,
performed in a single session.

During the examination, participants had to check the pa-
tients’ vital signs using medical instruments, as shown in
Fig. 4. The instruments were selected by pointing and op-
erated by placing them at touch-sensitive zones on the pa-
tients’ bodies: the neck and both wrists for checking pulse,
upper arms for measuring blood pressure, etc. All 10 pa-
tients were placed at arm’s length from the participants,
about 1 meter above the floor level (Fig. 4). To prevent the
participants from developing patterns in their movements,
the virtual patients were oriented in random directions and
put in different poses. Thus, to check the pulse at the neck
and both wrists, required different movements for each new
patient.

5.3 The equipment

During the mission, the participants were fully immersed
into the environment, using a stereoscopic 40◦ FOV HMD.

Fig. 3 Two composite images
showing the extents of the static
(left) and sliding views (right).
For this test, the user was asked
to draw the contours of his
visible areas, without turning his
head. The view-sliding
technique more than quadruples
the area
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Fig. 4 The user (top left) is
picking the watch tool from the
instrument tray in VR (top
right). The watch is then used to
check pulse rates on virtual
patients, at their neck and
wrists. Note that only one of the
two locations can be seen at any
given time, forcing the user to
either turn physically, slide the
view by moving his hand or do a
combination of both

The head and both hands were tracked in 6 degrees-of-
freedom by a Flock of Birds magnetic motion tracking sys-
tem by Ascension Corporation, running in extended range
mode with a 9-foot tracking radius. The scene was ren-
dered at 25 frames per second by a custom-made VR sys-
tem based on open source Flatland engine [23]. The ren-
dering rate was deliberately locked at a rather low value,
to ensure consistent response from the system at all times.
Most of the time, the participants were expected to have a
single virtual patient in view, of complexity between 10,000
and 15,000 polygons each, as shown in Fig. 4, middle and
bottom rows. However, due to 6 DOF camera tracking,
it was possible for users to see all ten virtual patients at
once, which put significant load on the renderer. Because
the view-sliding mechanism is executed at the frequency of

the graphics loop, it was essential to keep the update rate
constant.

5.4 The procedure

After putting on an HMD and gloves with magnetic mo-
tion sensors, each participant went through a quick calibra-
tion sequence, adjusting his or her hand positions and body
height in VR. Then, the participant spent a few minutes with
one virtual patient, practicing tool access and vital signs
checking. Participants with the sliding view enabled were
briefly informed about this feature, in simple terms (“You
may notice that when you move your virtual hand, the view
will follow the hand’s direction, to accommodate”). How-
ever, these users were not offered any additional time to
practice view sliding. Instead, they were expected to learn
it as they progressed with the mission.
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6 The results: general outcomes

As we mentioned before, the goal of this study was to as-
sess and analyze how the hand-assisted viewing affected
user performance and experience in virtual environment. For
that purpose, we collected both subjective and objective ev-
idence from each participant.

6.1 User evaluation

After completing the mission, participants were asked to fill
out a short survey, which included the following questions.
The answers are summarized in Table 1.

Question 1 For this exercise, my ability to keep my hand in
view was very important:

1. strongly disagree
2. disagree
3. neutral
4. agree
5. strongly agree

Question 2 In this experiment, the visible area for hand ma-
nipulations was:

1. much too small
2. somewhat too small
3. just right
4. somewhat more than needed
5. much more than needed

Question 3 The way the view followed my hand felt nat-
ural and helpful (offered to participants with view sliding
enabled):

1. strongly disagree
2. disagree
3. neutral
4. agree
5. strongly agree

Table 1 Summary of the participants evaluation reports

User group/ Median Mean SD 95% confidence

question score score interval

Normal view

Q 1 4 (agree) 3.84 1.40 3.00 to 4.69

Q 2 3 (just right) 2.46 0.88 1.93 to 2.99 (�)

Sliding view

Q 1 4 (agree) 3.93 1.14 3.27 to 4.59

Q 2 3 (just right) 2.79 0.58 2.45 to 3.12 (��)

Q 3 4 (agree) 4.00 1.13 3.28 to 4.72

Answering the first question, both groups agreed on im-
portance of having the hand in view. This result is important,
as it supports our arguments, presented in Sect. 2.1.

For the second question on the size of the visible area
for hand manipulation, both groups came up with median 3
answer (just right). Notably, the 95%-confidence interval for
normal viewers dipped below 2 (much too small), marked
with (�) in the table, while sliding viewers started at 2.45
value (��). However, the difference between the two groups
was not statistically significant. Apparently, the view-sliding
technique alone could not turn a 40◦ HMD into a display that
feels “just right” for all participants.

The answers to the third questions, indicating that the
sliding view was helpful and natural, are most encouraging.
Evidently, participants were able to make good use of the
new technique intuitively, without special training.

We should note that the subjective evaluation of user ex-
perience with the hand-sliding viewport controls, discussed
above, has mostly illustrative purpose. Thus, it is rather sim-
ple and far from being complete. The main contribution
comes from the analysis of objective data, collected dur-
ing the experiments, that captured user activities and per-
formance on a minute-by-minute basis. The data structure
and detailed analysis are presented in detail in Sect. 7.

6.2 A special note on motion sickness

We heard concerns the view sliding may cause user discom-
fort and even motion sickness. Apparently, this was not an
issue in our study, perhaps due to a short exposure time and
the fact that the participants did not have to travel in the
scene. The virtual patients were brought to them instead, on
the instructor’s command. However, it seems reasonable to
expect that under other circumstances, motion sickness may
become noticeable, especially if users are required to travel.

6.3 From the session logs

In this study, the VR software kept detailed logs of all
user actions and system responses. Among other data, we
recorded aggregate times when the view was shifted, for
each user. The view lock was engaged and disengaged, ac-
cording to the rules described in Sect. 4.2. On average, the
participants spent 25% of their total time in VR with the
view shifted towards their hands. Details are given in Ta-
ble 2.

As the table shows, the view was most often sliding
downwards, which was expected, because all virtual patients
were placed low, as shown in Fig. 4. Similar times for all the
other directions confirm that the areas of tool application
were sufficiently randomized.

For both groups of participants, we compared the mis-
sion completion times; the summary is given in Table 3. Al-
though the users with the sliding viewport enabled showed
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Table 2 Time spent in shifted view, as percentage of total mission
time

View shift Mean time, % SD

all directions 25.42 1.44

down 17.99 2.03

up 2.444 0.85

left 2.329 1.20

right 2.648 0.59

Table 3 Mission completion times for both groups of participants.
Values of p1 and p2 show results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test and
Welsh two-sample t -test, respectively

Normal view Sliding view Difference

Completion time (sec)

Median 800.0 710.0 p1 = 0.6430

Mean 738.62 725.27 p2 = 0.8417

SD 166.68 156.28

slightly better results than the control group, the difference
between the two groups is not statistically significant.

The most interesting results came from the time-based
analysis of user activities. During each session, the VR sys-
tem recorded all user actions, time-stamping them with the
1/25 second precision (the frequency of the system internal
update cycle). The logging system gave us a valuable tool
for measuring and monitoring user progress over time, using
various performance metrics. These results are discussed in
the next section.

7 Time-based analysis: effects of sliding viewport
technique on user performance and the learning
process

In our VR system, all UI commands are implemented us-
ing a gesture-based language (Sherstyuk et al. [21]) that
employs a pairwise “intention + confirmation” command
structure. In order to issue a complete command, the user
must first indicate an intention to perform such command.
Upon receiving the intention part, the UI module starts a
timer, waiting for the second signal that may either confirm
or cancel the pending command. All intention, confirmation
and cancellation events are recorded by the UI processing
module as text messages, time-stamped and logged into a
mission log file.

7.1 Evaluation metrics

Next, we define the three metrics used to evaluate user per-
formance in both groups. These metrics are: command exe-
cution rate, hand jitter and tool seek time.

7.1.1 Command execution rate

By examining the ratio of the number of executed com-
mands to the number of intended commands, we can esti-
mate how effectively users communicate with the UI sys-
tem. For example, a user might initiate a tool-application
command by placing the tool on the patient’s body (inten-
tion signal) and then withdraw (cancellation signal). In this
case, the command is not complete and the system records
a “false start”. High rates of command executions indicate
that the user is confident in how he or she proceeds with the
task. Also, that means that the user is comfortable with the
UI controls: the number of false starts is low. Low values of
execution rate suggest that the user is either uncomfortable
with the UI or simply does not know what to do. Having
a reasonably large number of participants (28 people total)
allowed us to collect a large number of intention and cancel-
lation events at any given time interval. Thus, we define the
collective execution rate as a function of time spent on the
mission, as follows:

Execution rate, R(t,�t) = 1

N

N∑
k=1

Ek(t,�t)

Ik(t,�t)
,

where

N number of users who were issuing commands during
[t, t + �t] time interval;

Ik number of intended commands issued by user k;
Ek number of executed commands issued by user k.

We have already employed the execution rate metric for
evaluating user proficiency in traveling in VR [21]. In that
study, the values were based upon the numbers of intentions
and confirmations collected over the whole duration of the
VR session. In the present work, we examine the trends of
the execution rate, as a function of time elapsed from the be-
ginning of the mission, t . The time step �t used in all cal-
culations was chosen 60 seconds. In this study, we associate
the execution rate with the users’ proficiency in operating
their virtual hands.

7.1.2 Hand stability

In order to select and pick up virtual objects reliably, users
must point at them with a steady hand. To execute a tool pick
up command, the user first indicates an intention to do so, by
pointing at the desired tool on the instrument tray (see Fig. 4,
top). The confirmation is issued upon a 0.5 second time-out,
during which the user must continue pointing at the selected
object. During that time, the system captures the length of
the path traveled by the tip of the index finger (recall that
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user’s hands are tracked with 6 DOF). The average hand jit-
ter is defined as follows:

Hand jitter, J (t,�t) = 1

N

N∑
k=1

∑Ik

j=1 wkj

Tk(t,�t)
,

where

Ik number of intended commands, that triggered the timer
for user k, on [t, t + �t] time interval;

Tk total elapsed time when the jitter values were collected
for user k, on [t, t + �t] interval;

wkj length of the path traversed by hand of user k, captured
for every pending commands j , j = 1, . . . , Ik .

Effectively, the hand jitter is the speed of the user’s hand,
measured and averaged over time while the system was wait-
ing for command confirmation. At these times, users were
expected to hold their hands steady.

7.1.3 Tool seek time

The logging system made it possible to capture the exact
time intervals elapsed from the moment a tool was picked
up until the moment it was applied, by touching dedicated
areas on the virtual patient’s body (see Fig. 4). We call these
intervals “tool seek time” and associate them with the user
ability to locate and access random places in the working
area. In particular, we were interested in seek time values
for the watch tool, which was used for checking the pulse.
The seek time values were collected as:

Seek time, S(t,�t) = 1

N

N∑
k=1

∑Ek

j=1 sj

Ek(t,�t)
,

where

Ek number of executed commands, issued by user k during
[t, t + �t] interval. In this case, the command is “apply
watch” by touching the correct place on the patient’s
body;

sj seek time values, in seconds, captured from the moment
when the watch was picked up and until it was applied,
j = 1, . . . ,Ek .

7.2 Different views—different behaviors

Execution rates, hand jitter values and tool seek times are
plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, for participants with normal and
sliding viewport, respectively. Apparently, the two groups
demonstrated very different trends in how they were using
their virtual hands. To investigate further, for all six data sets
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, linear models were fit

yi = a + bxi + ε

Fig. 5 Progress of the control group of participants with normal view
over time: conventional learning curve, climbing up to nearly 100%
(top); hand jitter remained constant (middle) and tool seek times did not
change significantly (bottom). pslope values: 0.00172, 0.3590, 0.1605

Fig. 6 Participants with sliding viewport demonstrated declining
learning pattern, hand stability degraded, tool seek times improved
from 11.3 to 5.56 seconds. pslope values: 0.0420, 0.0155, 0.00173

using the least squared regressions, where yi are values for
execution rates, hand jitter and tool seek time and xi is inde-
pendent time variable. In all 6 cases, we tested the hypoth-
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Table 4 Trends in virtual hand usage for both groups

Normal view Sliding view

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

Execution rate improves degrades

pslope 0.00172∗∗ 0.0420∗

Hand stability no change degrades

pslope 0.3590 0.015543∗

Tool seek time no change improves

pslope 0.1605 0.00173∗∗

esis b �= 1, i.e., that the yi values are changing with time
consistently. Significance probabilities pslope for all models
are summarized in Table 4. There, a double asterisk (��)
marks p-values with a strong significance (p < 0.01) and
a single asterisk (�) marks values with standard significance
(p < 0.05). In Figs. 5 and 6, the corresponding linear models
are plotted as solid and dashed lines, respectively. For data
sets with pslope > 0.05, linear models are not plotted, as this
is an indication that the scattered samples do not show any
consistent trend in their value change.

7.3 Use of sliding viewport and reversed shape of the
classical learning curve

Perhaps the most surprising result of this study is that the
participants with the sliding viewport appeared to be ex-
empt from the “practice makes perfect” general rule, as the
top chart in Fig. 6 suggests. The participants in the con-
trol group demonstrated the classical learning pattern, when
people start at low values and improve over time. In our case,
shown in Fig. 5 top chart, users with normal view started at
execution rates of 85.20% (standard error 1.8) and reached
100% towards the end of the trials. Participants with the slid-
ing viewport, on the contrary, showed reverse behavior, with
the start value of 94.77% and steady decline over time to
78% (Fig. 6, top). Their hand jitter also increased by the end
of the mission (Fig. 6, middle).

7.4 Aggregate metric values

For completeness’ sake, we compared the values of execu-
tion rate, hand jitter and tool seek time, averaged over the
whole duration of the mission, for each participant, and then
averaged for each group. The results are presented in Ta-
ble 5. As the tests indicate, there was no significant differ-
ence between users with the normal view and with the slid-
ing view in any of the aggregate values of their performance.
This result emphasizes the utility of the time-based analysis,
used in this study.

Table 5 Aggregate characteristics for both groups of participants. Val-
ues of p1 and p2 show results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test and Welsh
two-sample t -test, respectively

Normal view Sliding view Difference

Execution rate (%)

Median 89.80 91.74 p1 = 0.6664

Mean 89.99 89.31 p2 = 0.7651

SD 5.38 5.46

Hand jitter (cm)

Median 7.99 5.11 p1 = 0.2066

Mean 7.95 5.39 p2 = 0.1445

SD 4.89 3.30

Tool seek time (sec)

Median 9.556 8.880 p1 = 0.3107

Mean 11.260 9.459 p2 = 0.1914

SD 4.15 2.36

7.5 Discussion

In this study, we used three characteristics of user per-
formance: the execution rate, hand stability and tool seek
time. The first two describe the motor component of how
users handle the UI controls; they are completely task-
independent. The last one, tool seek time, has a strong cog-
nitive element in it, because users were required to apply
the tools not just anywhere, but in well defined locations.
That required an active search which is a task-dependent
procedure. Thus, the three metrics provide both micro- and
macro-descriptions of user actions.

By observing degrading values of execution rate and
hand stability for participants with the sliding viewport cam-
era control, one might expect that the task-dependent met-
ric, tool seek time, should also degrade. Yet, the reverse is
true: by the end of the mission, participants significantly
improved their tool-placing skills, reducing the search time
from 11 to 5 seconds (Fig. 6, bottom plot). How it can be
explained?

We believe, an analogy with learning how to drive a car
may be helpful. Novice drivers tend to do everything strictly
“by the book”: they indicate turns, observe road signs, take
multiple precautions diligently. However, these perfectly ex-
ecuted low-level actions do not help them in high-level nav-
igation tasks, such as getting to their destination place faster
or not getting lost on the scene. Experienced drivers, on the
contrary, are more loose with their movements and actions,
while operating the car controls. They drive without thinking
consciously about how to drive; instead, their mind is pre-
occupied with where-to-go problems. By devoting all their
attention to the application tasks, they are able to navigate
better.
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Moreover, experienced drivers also learn to sidestep rec-
ommended procedures in operating car controls. For exam-
ple, after reaching certain level of confidence, some people
prefer to steer using one hand only. Similarly, VR users ap-
parently learned to ignore the recommendation to keep the
pointing hand as steady as possible during command exe-
cution. Users found out that small amounts of jitter are still
allowed by the UI system, and learned to use this fact to
avoid overstraining themselves.

We argue that the sliding viewport technique allowed the
users to direct their attention from managing motor compo-
nents of the UI controls more towards the application tasks.
Freed from the need to keep the pointing hand inside the
narrow viewing cone, people were able to use their hands
in a more relaxed way. As a result, the hand jitter values
increased and the general style of interaction with the UI
controls became less strict and more “noisy.” However, the
task-related scores improved.

8 Conclusions and future work

We presented new results of the user study on the view-
port sliding technique. This semi-automatic real-time cam-
era control mechanism effectively quadruples the working
volume of the virtual hand, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

We introduced several performance metrics, both for mo-
tor and cognitive skills, and studied how they change under
control and experimental conditions. We showed that tradi-
tional implementation of the virtual camera results in learn-
ing curves of classical style, when users start at low values
and show steady progress over time. Conversely, the view-
sliding technique prompts radically different trends in user
progress. In particular, the time-based analysis of user per-
formance helped us observe an unusual phenomenon of “re-
gressing learners,” or people with declining learning curves.

This result alone merits additional experimental studies,
in the context of various applications of the virtual hand
metaphor. Some results have been obtained already. Using
the time-based analysis of user travel activities in VR, we
were able to categorize all travelers into “progressing,” “re-
gressing” and “neutral” learners, basing on their progress
in mastering travel controls over time. There, we used two
travel metaphors: steering-by-pointing and teleportation to-
wards a target. Both techniques require an active use and
precise control over the virtual hand. We believe that the
observed polarization of the virtual travelers into three cat-
egories was due to the fact that the execution rate metric
reflects certain personal qualities. Hesitant and risk-averse
users are likely to operate the travel UI controls with lower
values of execution rate than self-confident and risk-seeking
users. Another factor that may have influenced the values
and trends in execution rates is that some people are what

is called “natural” players, who almost immediately grasped
the idea behind the travel UI, and started using it confidently,
showing very high execution rates. These people demon-
strated the “regressing” pattern in their travel skills. Inter-
estingly, regressing users also showed best task completion
times, which is consistent with the findings presented in this
work. The results of the study on virtual travel are presently
under review. We expect that adding view-sliding extension
to hand-based travel techniques, such as steering and tele-
portation, may help to learn more about hand–eye coordina-
tion during travel in VR.

9 Closing remarks

The experimental results show that people seemed to like
view sliding, which is clearly an argument for using it in
VR interface design. Tool seek time also decreased, indicat-
ing that as people get used to using it, they become better at
locating the tools they need. However, people also become
less precise in their movements, possibly because the non-
isomorphic mapping provided by view sliding is less pre-
cise than their usual experience of how their field of view
changes. If this is correct (it requires further study) this is
potentially important for VR design in general. Use non-
isomorphic mappings because people, in general, feel posi-
tive about them and they help them to get the task done, but
be prepared for a decrease in the accuracy of their move-
ments.
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